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Electronic circular dichroism (CD) spectra as well as transitions from ground to excited states were predicted
for a helical nonapeptide based on alternative sequence-[Z-R,â-dehydrophenylalanine (∆ZPhe)-X]- through
semiempirical molecular orbital computation combined with time-dependent (TD) method. The simulation
was performed for its various conformers that differ in helix type, helix sense, and∆ZPhe side-chain orientation.
These conformational variations have been shown to depend largely on its CD spectra. Comparison between
simulated and observed CD profiles reveals that peptide1 in solution favors a right-handed 310-helix that
adopts phenyl (∆ZPhe) planes basically in a vertical orientation with respect to the helix axis. These predictions
were essentially supported from CD simulation of a shorter helical analogue at ab inito or density functional
TD levels. The theoretical CD-conformation relationship should provide us useful guideline for determination
of helix sense in the dehydropeptide, and for estimation of its conformations statistically averaged in solution.

Introduction

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy provides us a quick
overview about average conformations of a biological asym-
metric chain without fine procedures.1-6 Thus CD study has
prevailed as one of the most fundamental structure analyses in
bio-related science. In contrast to the experimentally convenient
methodology, interpretation of CD profiles for chiral structures
is not straightforward.3 It requires theoretically precise evaluation
of chiroptical parameters combined with excited states for
possible conformers of a target chiral molecule.3-5 As for protein
segments or synthetic polypeptides, their theoretical CD simula-
tions in the UV region were demonstrated to offer a successful
guideline for the identification of a secondary structure.5

Peptide sequence introducingZ-R,â-dehydrophenylalanine
(∆ZPhe) residues not only attracts biological interests7 but also
increasingly aims at the de novo designs of helix-based
molecular backbones.8,9 A peptide containing achiral∆ZPhe
residues often tends to permit both left-handed and right-handed
helices, accompanied with increasing composition of the achiral
residue in a given sequence.8b,h,i,9Absolute identification of the
preferential helix sense has been usually achieved on the basis
of its electronic CD spectral profile around 280 nm (band I)
assigned to∆ZPhe residue.8b,g,h,9,10The transition moment has
been identified as charge transfer between phenyl and carbonyl
groups, being approximately estimated as location of a phenyl-
carbonyl line.10a,b,d The split CD profile has been simply
interpreted on the basis of a spatial twist of the∆ZPhe transition
moments (band I) along the backbone (e.g., the exciton chirality
method).8b,g,h,9-11

On the other hand, strict theoretical interpretation of the
chiroptical properties of unsaturated or unsaturated/saturated
peptides containing∆ZPhe residues becomes more complicated
than the case of peptides coded with saturated backbone
sequences, which were employed for the pioneering electronic-

CD simulations.5 This reason is that each torsion angle around
the phenyl-CâdCR-amide linkages influences the coplanarity
between the side chain and backbone. As a result, excited states
of ∆ZPhe-containing peptides should depend on conformational
variation located at or around the∆ZPhe residue, as seen in
other conjugated molecular frameworks.3a The conformation-
dependent nature will obstruct our approaches to the precise
answer to how the main-chain and side-chain torsional variations
in a helical∆ZPhe-containing peptide reflect the resulting CD
spectra. This solution should require theoretical chiroptical
parameters derived from molecular orbital (MO) computation
of a whole peptide molecule with reference to its various
conformers.

We here have attempted to simulate electronic CD spectra
of a helical peptide incorporating∆ZPhe residues by means of
MO calculation. The purpose for this simulation is to provide
theoretical correlation between conformation and CD profile
in a given dehydropeptide, as well as to confirm absolute
determination of its helix sense. In the viewpoint of theoretical
CD study,∆ZPhe-containing peptides are also regarded as a
challenging framework in that torsional variations in the∆Z-
Phe side chain (phenyl) and main chain (amide) should uniquely
reflect electronic transition parameters.

Nonapeptide1, H-â-Ala-∆ZPhe-Aib-∆ZPhe-L-Phe-(∆ZPhe-
Aib)2-OCH3 (â-Ala ) â-alanine; Aib ) R-aminoisobutyric
acid),9a was mainly employed for the target dehydropeptide,
which was shown to adopt a 310-helical conformation12 es-
sentially. Eight types of helical conformations for the present
CD simulation were generated on the basis of helix sense (right-
handedness or left-handedness), helix type (310-helix orR-helix),
and side-chain orientation (vertical or parallel). The last term
means that most of the∆ZPhe phenyl planes are arranged
essentially in vertical (V) or parallel (p) orientations with respect
to the helix axis (see Figure 1).

Recent advances in time-dependent (TD) ab initio or TD
density functional theory (TD-HF or TD-DFT) successfully
predict CD spectra for relatively small molecules.3,4a,b,h-l On* Corresponding author. E-mail: inai.yoshihito@nitech.ac.jp.
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the other hand, such advanced calculation will exact a high cost
for the present molecular size with an adequate number of
transition states. Thus, combination of semiempirical ZINDO/
S-MO and TD method4d-f,13-15 has been employed here to
predict low-energy transition states involving oscillator strength
(f) and rotatory strength (R) for each helical conformation: for
simulation of transition states or chiroptical properties by
semiemprical MO method, see refs 4d-f and 13-15. TD-HF
or TD-DFT computations13 have been also applied to a shorter
analogue, CH3CO-(Aib-∆ZPhe)2-NHCH3 (2). Consequently,
conformational variations, especially in∆ZPhe side-chain
orientations, depend largely on the transition states and CD
profiles. The predicted CD-conformation correlation will offer
us valuable information about the average population of such a
dehydropeptide structure.

Experimental Section

Calculation Procedure.To simulate CD spectra of peptide
1, several helical conformers were generated from a 310-helix
through its energy minimization by the AM1-method in
MOPAC97,16 or subsequent modeling with torsion angles. Our
present study does not intend to seek a global minimal
conformation only through theoretical basis,17,18not dealing with
other elegant methods.19

Although energy minimization of peptide1 was already
done,9a a similar calculation was again performed for several
initial conformers as follows. Torsion angles adopted in ref 9b
are basically used. That is, the segment of-∆ZPhe(2)-Aib(3)-
∆ZPhe(4)-Phe(5)-∆ZPhe(6)-Aib(7)-∆ZPhe(8)- took a right-
handed 310-helix [(φ, ψ, ω) ) (-60°, -30°, 180°)].20 Here (φ,
ψ, ω) of the C-terminal Aib(9)-OCH3 adopted (60°, 30°, 180°)
as such helix inversion is often observed in similar sequences
or Aib-containing sequences.21 Theâ-Ala(1) residue took a trans
form characterized by (θ, ψ, ω) ) (180°, 180°, 180°).22 All
four ø2(∆ZPhe) angles uniformly adopted 40° (p-type) or 140°
(V-type),23 whereas the side-chain orientations of Phe residue
(ø1, ø2) were based on ref 24. The energy minimization was
carried out as the variables of all bond lengths, bond angles,
and torsion angles, together with a MOPAC97 keyword of
MMOK for correction of amide-bond barrier.16b,cAmong these
conformers energy-minimized, a stable right-handed 310-helix
was picked up for each ofV-type (a) andp-type (b) (Figure
1a,b, respectively).

A similar optimization was performed for left-handed 310-
helices where the seven residues of∆ZPhe(2) to∆ZPhe(8) were

set to (60°, 30°) and the Aib(9) residue to (-60°, -30°).20,21

The energy-minimized left-handed 310-helices withV-type (e)
andp-type (f) are drawn in Figure 1e,f. In these 310-helices, [φ,
ψ, ω, ø2(∆ZPhe)] averaged for the seven residues of-∆ZPhe-
Aib-∆ZPhe-Phe-∆ZPhe-Aib-∆ZPhe- is (a) (-40°, -40°, 179°,
136°), (b) (-43°, -45°, -179°, 53°), (e) (40°, 40°, -179°, 47°),
and (f) (43°, 37°, 180°, 127°). [In (b), the averageψ is -36° if
ψ(2) ) -98° is excepted.]

The rotation of the backbones [(a) and (b)] to anR-helical
one [(φ, ψ, ω) ) (-57°, -47°, 180°)],22c,25 with retention of
the side-chain orientations, yielded the corresponding right-
handedR-helices [(c) and (d), respectively] (Figure 1c,d),
whereas the backbones [(e) and (f)] changed to (57°, 47°,
180°)22c,25 to yield the left-handedR-helices [(g) and (h),
respectively] (Figure 1g,h). In (c)-(d) and (g)-(h), the Aib(9)
residue took the oppositeR-helix [(57°, 47°, 180°) or (-57°,
-47°, 180°)], whereas theâ-Ala residue was set to a trans form
(180°, 180°, 180°). A similar manner was applied to the
modeling of other helical conformations shown later, whereas
each main chain of the Aib(9) takes the same sense as that of
the preceding segment. The molecular graphics in this paper
were basically drawn with theArgusLabsoftware.15

The electronic-transition and chiroptical parameters for each
helical conformer were computed by combination of the time-
dependent SCF-MO method with the ZINDO/S method4d-f,13-15

in Gaussian 03, revision C.02,13 with keywords “zindo)
(nstates)160) td”13 to yield low-energy 160 transition states
involving oscillator strength (f) and rotatory strength (R). (For
prediction of excited states or chiroptical properties by semiem-
pirical MO method, see also refs 4d-f, 14, and 15).

R andf values are given in length-based and velocity-based
forms on Gaussian 03.13 We here have usually chosen CD
profiles based on the velocity form that has an origin-
independent nature in contrast to the origin-dependent length
form.3,4 Meanwhile, spectra in the length form are given for
selected spectra in the velocity form.

TD-HF and TD-DFT-based simulations were also performed
on Gaussian 0313 for peptide2 that was energy-minimized upon
the AM1/MOPAC9716 from a right-handed 310-helix with V-type
or p-type side chain. “HF/6-31G**” and “B3LYP/6-31G**”
levels13,26were chosen together with estimations of low-energy
20 transition states. A similar computation of “B3LYP/6-31G**”
was performed forR-helical backbone (-57°, -47°, 180°)22c,25

obtained through modeling of the energy-minimized 310-helix.
In all cases, a Gaussian-type function27 based on wavelength

was assumed to shape the CD spectra fromR values and their
positions, where a half Gaussian (1/e)-bandwidth (∆/2) was
assumed to be 14 nm.27 In simulated and observed CD spectra,
the ∆ε value was expressed in terms of the∆ZPhe residue in
the peptide sequence. Some simulated spectra gave the corre-
spondingR [cgs (10-40 (erg esu cm)/Gauss)]13 and f values,
both of which were expressed in terms of the peptide molecule.

Spectroscopic Measurement.CD and UV absorption data
were obtained at ambient temperature on JASCO J-820 and
V-550 spectrometers, respectively. CD spectra were mathemati-
cally smoothed to reduce noise. Molar extinction coefficients
(ε) of peptide1 as well as its Leu-analogue, H-â-Ala-∆ZPhe-
Aib-∆ZPhe-L-Leu-(∆ZPhe-Aib)2-OCH3 (3),9a were also evalu-
ated.

Results and Discussion

Conformational Dependence of Theoretical CD Spectra
of Peptide 1.Figure 2 graphically summarizes velocity-based

Figure 1. Peptide1 in helical conformations: energy-minimized right-
handed 310-helix with V-type (a) andp-type (b); right-handedR-helix
with V-type (c) andp-type (d); energy-minimized left-handed 310-helix
with V-type (e) andp-type (f); left-handedR-helix with V-type (g) and
p-type (h). EachR-helix [(c), (d), (g), (h)] was made from the
corresponding 310-helix [(a), (b), (e), (f)]: see the Experimental Section.
Each conformer is viewed from the N-terminus.
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R andf values for the eight helical conformers shown in Figure
1. (For the corresponding length-based spectra, see SFigure 3.
Comparison in velocity- and length-based simulations will be
discussed later.) Interestingly, these conformational differences
in helix sense, helix type, and∆ZPhe side chain produce a
variety of excited states. For instance, right-handed 310-helices
with the V-type (a) andp-type (b) show clearf values around
280-300 nm, of which the transition states should be assigned
to an experimental absorption band around 280 nm (band I),
commonly observed for∆ZPhe-containing peptides.8b,g,h,9,10

Although smallf signals appear above ca. 320 nm, these can
be discriminated from signals that should be assigned to band
I, on the basis of intensity and position inf. Our discussion
hereafter focuses mainly onR values and CD profiles for the
band I. Theλfmax value for band I was also defined as the
maximal position in the UV pattern at band I.27 The CD
spectrum at band I, based on its shape andλfmax position, is
visually judged as split, nonsplit, or other patterns. (For the
relationship in UV absorption maxima and CD profiles, see ref
11b.)

The λfmax of the V-type appears at wavelengths somewhat
longer (by ca. 10 nm) than that of thep-type. The corresponding
four R values, in their signs and intensities, show remarkable
differences between the two orientations. That is, theV-type
possesses a large negativeR value at longer wavelengths of
band I, and middle or small positive values at shorter wave-
lengths, whereas thep-type has alternate signs [(-)/(+)/(-)/
(+) for longer to shorter wavelengths]. Correspondingly, CD
profiles shaped with Gaussian functions for eachR value
produce dramatic difference. TheV-type outputs a split pattern
of negative to positive peaks [(-)/(+)], as often observed for
the alternative sequences-(∆ZPhe-X)- in a right-handed 310-
helix,8b,g,h,9,10bwhereas a nonsplit negative band is substantially
seen for thep-type. Surprisingly, the∆ZPhe side-chain orienta-
tion merely can invert CD signs around 280 nm, although both
backbones retain right-handed 310-helices offering a similar∆Z-
Phe-∆ZPhe twist, which might promise the same split CD sign
according to the exciton chirality method.11 The phenomenon
that dissimilar orientations of aromatic side chains lead to
different chiroptical properties is experimentally or theoretically
proposed for the unique helical polymer.5d-g,28

Figure 2. Excited-state parameters and CD spectra simulated for peptide1 in several helical backbones with∆ZPhe side-chain orientations of
V-type (red) andp-type (blue): right-handed 310-helix [(a), (b)]; right-handedR-helix [(c), (d)]; left-handed 310-helix [(e), (f)]; left-handedR-helix
[(g), (h)]. These conformations (a)-(h) correspond to those in Figure 1. Thef andR values are predicted at the TD-ZINDO/S level in velocity form.
Each arrow indicates theλfmax position at the band I for each structure. For the details, see the text.

Figure 3. Experimental CD (top) and UV absorption spectra of peptide
1 at ambient temperature: [1] ([∆ZPhe]/4)) (a) ca. 5.4 mM and (b)
14 µM in chloroform; (c) 0.13 mM in tetrahydrofuran; (d) 0.13 mM in
methanol.∆ε is expressed per concentration of∆ZPhe residue, and
absorbance is expressed by normalization to unity at band I. Forεmax

value in these solvents, see ref 33.
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Although the number of transition states above ca. 260 nm
is relatively limited, numerous transition states appear below
ca. 250 nm in a complicated manner. The diversity should
originate from coexistence of amide,∆ZPhe, and Phe chromo-
phores.5d,10 It has already been pointed out that∆ZPhe-based
transition at this region disturbs general CD analysis in amide
regions.10 Meanwhile, theoretical CD spectra around 250-190
nm show relatively simple patterns. Conformer (a) seems to
yield a split with negative signals at longer wavelengths, whereas
two positive signals appear in the (b). In addition, dissimilar
CD patterns are produced when the four∆ZPhe residues in
conformer (a) of peptide1 are replaced by Aib to give H-Aib4-
L-Phe-Aib4-OCH3 (4) and H-Aib4-L-Ala-Aib4-OCH3 (5).29-31

Thus the CD simulation at shorter wavelengths might offer us
additional clues to the identification of peptide1 conformation.

To highlight the helix type, CD spectra simulated for a right-
handedR-helix22c,25 are displayed in Figure 2c,d. Two side-
chain orientations,V-type (c) andp-type (d), were taken from
conformers (a) and (b), respectively. Conformer (c) yields three
distinct R values at band I, characterized by signs of [(+)/
(-)/(+)], to produce an incomplete split pattern at band I, in
which theλfmax is close to the peak position in the negative CD
band. In contrast, conformer (d) shows considerably smallerR
values mainly with negative signs at band I to lead to a negative
CD band. Consequently, the right-handedR-helix, whatever the
V-type (c) orp-type (d), does not produce clear split-CD patterns
at band I. In addition, CD spectra dissimilar in theV-type and
p-type imply that the∆ZPhe side-chain orientation critically
affects the CD spectra at band I.

Concerning the helix sense, CD spectra calculated for the
left-handed 310-helices [(e), (f)] andR-helices [(g), (h)] are also
shown in Figure 2, where each helix adopts two types of∆Z-
Phe side-chain orientations noticed above. As expected, these
CD signs are opposite to those of the corresponding right-handed
helices [(a)-(d)]. The relations between CD spectral sign and
helix sense should support our previous assignment9 based on
the exciton chirality method.11 A similar tendency is seen in
other 310- or R-helical backbones generated from the above 310-
helices (SFigures 8-13).32 These 310-helices yield essentially
a split pattern forV-type orientation, or nonsplit forp-type
(SFigures 8-11). Meanwhile, theR-helices give an incomplete
split for V-type or nonsplit forp-type (SFigures 12 and 13).

Comparison with Experimental CD Spectra. CD spectra
of peptide1 in three kinds of solvents indicate a split-CD pattern
around 280-285 nm (Figure 3).33 In chloroform, the existence
of a 310-helix was proposed from qualitative NMR and IR
studies.8a Similarity in these CD spectral patterns suggests that
a similar helix is present in methanol and tetrahydrofuran.
Whereas the CD amplitude in chloroform is somewhat concen-
tration-dependent, the split pattern is retained in (a) and (b).
Comparison between Figures 2 (or SFigures 8-13) and 3
demonstrates that experimental CD profiles around 280 nm
agree well with the theoretical one of a right-handed 310-helix
combined with theV-type side-chain orientations (e.g., Figure
1a). An apparent split-CD pattern below ca. 250 nm in the
simulated spectrum (Figure 2a) is also found in the experimental
spectra in methanol and in tetrahydrofuran. This split pattern
should originate from incorporation of∆ZPhe residues.29-31

Consequently, a right-handed 310-helix with the V-type
orientations should be the most probable conformation among
the eight-types of species. The theoretical prediction of a 310-
helical backbone is supported by our previous NMR study of
peptide 1 as well as by the preference for a 310-helix in
analogous sequences.9,18 A right-handed screw sense predicted

is also consistent with that expected for peptide1 sequence
incorporating the internalL-residue that generally favors right-
handedness.12,24,34Moreover, theV-type orientations in a 310-
helix are found in the crystal structure of an analogous
nonapeptide.18

Influence of ∆ZPhe Side-Chain Orientation on Theoretical
CD Spectra. In the preceding sections,∆ZPhe side-chain
conformations largely influence theoretical CD profiles, beyond
our expectations. To clarify the comprehensive side-chain effect,
CD spectra of peptide1 were simulated when the fourø2(∆Z-
Phe) angles in the right-handed 310-helix with theV-type (Figure
1a) simultaneously adopt 0° to 180° with a step of 20° (Figures
4 and 5). At eachø2-point, all bond lengths and bond angles
were re-optimized by the AM1 method.16,35 Their CD patterns
at band I are categorized into two types: i.e., the split of [(-)/
(+)] sign, and the negative nonsplit. However, the opposite split
is not substantially produced at band I, because a large negative
Rvalue is commonly found at longer wavelengths than theλfmax

position. Correspondingly, when peptide1 retains a 310-helix,
the split CD spectra of [(-)/(+)] can be assigned to right-handed
screw sense, being consistent with the previous assignment.9 A
definite split-type CD pattern at band I is seen inø2 ) 0°, 20°,
120°, 140°, 160°, and 180°, which visually corresponds to the
V-type arrangement except forø2 ) 20°.

ø2 of 20° appears to be in thep-type orientation, which is
similar to ø2 ) 60°. Nevertheless, the twoø2 orientations

Figure 4. Right-handed 310-helices of peptide1 with ø2(∆ZPhe) angles
ranging from 0 to 180°: the four phenyl rings of∆ZPhe are illustrated
in green for clarification. Views from the N-terminus are shown.

Figure 5. ø2 dependence of CD spectra simulated for peptide1 in
right-handed 310-helices displayed in Figure 4. Each arrow indicates
the correspondingλfmax position for each spectrum. The arrow at the
shortest wavelength corresponds toø2 ) 100°.
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produce remarkably different CD patterns. A similar situation
occurs inø2 ) 100° and 140°. Thus the interpretation of CD
spectra only from the phenyl orientation with respect to helix
axis might be roughly treated. Strictly speaking, the excited-
state and chiroptical properties should be dependent on both
local torsionsand conformational asymmetry. Regarding the
λfmax position, the local coplanarity in the phenyl and CRdCâ

double bond is predominant. Increasing the coplanarity (ø2 close
to 0° or 180°) enlarges theπ-conjugation system to result in a
λfmax shift to longer wavelength, whereas the reduced coplanarity
(ø2 close to 90°) shiftsλfmax to a shorter wavelength. As for the
degree in coplanarity,ø2 ) 20° in question has higher copla-
narity than 60°, whereasø2 ) 100° has lower coplanarity than
140°. These differences in the coplanarity should influence
chiroptical parameters associated with excited-state properties
as presented in Figure 5. On the other hand,ø2 ) 40° and 140°,
though showing similarity in coplanarity andλfmax position,
produce nonsplit- and split-CD patterns, respectively. Here
spatial asymmetry in the four phenyl orientations and the right-
handed helical backbone should generate the remarkable changes
in CD profiles. Although theV- andp-based treatment used here
supports intuitive understanding of structure-CD relation, more
detailed description as discussed above should be required for
fully consistent interpretation.

Because helical dehydropeptides in the crystal states often
permit variousø2(∆ZPhe) angles,8a,c-f,h,i,18,21arotational motion
about the single Câ-Cγ bond might not be strictly restricted
also in solution. In addition, the energy barrier around theø2

angle of a∆ZPhe residue involved in a 310-helical segment is
predicted not to be very high.36 Despite the theoretical side-
chain effects, most of the actual CD spectra of peptide1 as
well as 310-helical sequences based on (∆ZPhe-X) units yield a
clearly-split pattern at band I.8b,9,10bAccordingly, the∆ZPhe side-
chain orientation should be dealt with as a statistical problem
in CD spectra. The present CD simulation suggests that the
V-type orientations should be regarded as the probable population
averaged in solution.

A similar ø2 dependence was investigated for the right-handed
R-helical conformation (Figure 1c) inø2 ) 0-180° (at each
ø2-point, all bond lengths and bond angles were re-optimized).
These orientations and CD spectra are illustrated in Figures 6
and 7, respectively. The side-chain rotation produces various
CD spectra at band I, which are substantially classified into
three patterns: a multi-split pattern of [(+)/(-)/(+)], a split
pattern of [(+)/(-)], and a nonsplit negative band.

Among two split patterns (ø2 ) 100° and 120°), theλfmax for
ø2 ) 100° is considerably shifted to a shorter wavelength. The
other (ø2 ) 120°) seems to have a considerably distorted split
pattern, which, however, should be hidden by diverse CD

patterns generated by statisticalø2 rotation noticed above. In
addition, the amide-region CD intensities (at ca. 200-250 nm)
for ø2 ) 100° and 120° are comparable to those at band I unlike
in Figure 2a,e. Therefore, anR-helical backbone in peptide1
sequence will not tend to produce a split CD pattern at band I.

CD signs of peptide1 are controllable by external chirality
through the noncovalent chiral domino effect (NCDE).9a Boc-
L-amino acid promotes the original split-CD amplitude at band
I with retention of the split sign. Conversely, the corresponding
D-isomer weakens the original amplitude or inverts the original
signs. In the latter case, a split-CD profile with positive (for
longer wavelength) to negative signs should be assigned to a
left-handed 310-helix with the V-type orientation. Thus, the
inversion of split CD signs brings about the NCDE-mediated
helix-to-helix inversion as proposed in ref 9a. The theoretical
CD analysis enables us to determine absolutely the helix sense
as a major population of conformation.

For additional information, theø2-rotation influences the
position ofλfmax, as indicated by arrows in Figures 5 and 7. As
mentioned before, theλfmax value is being shifted to longer
wavelength as the side-chain coplanarity increases (ø2 close to
0°). Thus high frequency ofø2-rotational motion might expand
the spectral bandwidth.

TD-HF and TD-DFT Computations of a Shorter Peptide.
Simulation at the semiempirical level should depend on the
ZINDO/S-parametrization.13,14Meanwhile, as mentioned in the
Introduction, ab initio or density functional levels for the current
molecular size are hardly performed in our machine speculations.
Instead, TD-HF (HF/6-31G**) and TD-DFT (B3LYP/6-31G**)
computations13 with a limited number of low-energy transition

Figure 6. Right-handedR-helices of peptide1 with ø2(∆ZPhe) angles
ranging from 0 to 180°: the four phenyl rings of∆ZPhe are illustrated
in green for clarification. Views from the N-terminus are shown.

Figure 7. ø2 dependence of CD spectra simulated for peptide1 in
right-handedR-helices displayed in Figure 6. Each arrow indicates the
correspondingλfmax position for each spectrum. The arrow at the shortest
wavelength corresponds toø2 ) 100°.

Figure 8. Views of peptide2 in energy-minimized right-handed 310-
helix with ∆ZPhe side-chain orientations of (a)V-type and (b)p-type.9h,37
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states (20) were performed for a shorter analogue2,37 which
was energy-minimized from a right-handed 310-helix with the
V- or p-type through the AM1-method16 (Figure 8).

CD patterns at band I are shown in Figure 9, where the
transition states in the TD-HF appear at considerably shorter
wavelengths.38 The CD spectral difference between the velocity
and length forms becomes smaller at the TD-HF and TD-DFT
levels, compared with the case of the TD-ZINDO/S with 160
low-energy transition states (Figure 10), implying that the former
two methods improve the reliability of the simulated CD results.
In addition, the transition states in the TD-DFT are located at
around 270-300 nm, close to the experimental positions.

A similar tendency is seen in the ZINDO/S- and DFT-based
simulations for peptide2 adopting anR-helix with V- or p-type
[(φ, ψ, ω) ) (-57°, -47°, 180°)]22c,25(SFigures 14-16). That
is, consistency in the velocity and length forms is more
prominent in the TD-DFT-based CD spectra (SFigure 15), where
the V-type orientation produces a clearer split pattern of [(-)/
(+)] at band I.

However, CD patterns at the three or two MO levels in the
velocity form are similar to each other in that theV-type yields
a split CD pattern of (-) to (+), but thep-type gives a nonsplit,
negative band. This implies that the preceding ZINDO/S-based
results for peptide1 play a satisfactory role for qualitative
discussion.

Other Factors for Theoretical CD Spectra. Besides con-
formations, factors to influence theoretical CD spectra should
be noted.

First, theoretical CD intensity depends largely on the (1/e)-
bandwidth (∆) of Gaussian function (for instance, SFigure 2),
although the range of∆ value is less influential in the CD
pattern.27 In addition, the validity of the theoretical intensity
should be referred to the experimental CD intensity, but we
cannot estimate the experimental value precisely. Peptide1
should permit a left-handed helix, thus preventing us from
obtaining the experimental intensity of only right-handed helix.
The coexistence of a left-handed helix is based on the fact that
a larger CD intensity is observed for peptide3 (SFigure 17)
that substitutesL-Leu for theL-Phe of1, whereas both1 and3
adopt 310-helix and yield similar split CD pattern assigned to
right-handed helix.9a That is, the content of the right-handed
helical conformer should be higher in peptide3.9a Thus, a rea-
sonable∆ value and experimental CD spectra of only the right-
handed helix are required for the comparison of CD intensities.

Meanwhile, the effect of the∆ value has been briefly checked.
If the experimental absorption profile of band I is assumed to
be a Gaussian shape, (∆/2) is estimated to be about 27 or 32
nm.39 CD spectra of a right-handed 310-helix (Figure 1a) through
these (∆/2) values are given in SFigure 2. Although the profile
retains a split pattern at band I, it becomes considerably dull.

Figure 9. Excited-state parameters and CD spectra simulated for peptide2 in the right-handed 310-helices withV-type (Figure 8a) andp-type
(Figure 8b) orientations by the TD-HF (HF/6-31G**) and TD-DFT (B3LYP/6-31G**) methods: based on the (A) velocity form and (B) length
form.

Figure 10. Excited-state parameters and CD spectra simulated for peptide2 in the right-handed 310-helices withV-type (Figure 8a) andp-type
(Figure 8b) orientations by the TD-ZINDO/S method: based on the (A) velocity form and (B) length form. Red and blue lines correspond toV-type
andp-type, respectively.
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To evaluate sharpness of the split shape, the difference (λ12 )
λ1 - λ2) in the negative-peak position (λ1) and the positive-
peak position (λ2) is used. Theλ12 value is estimated to be 41
and 47 nm for (∆/2) ) 27 and 32 nm, respectively, being
considerably larger thanλ12 (29-34 nm) observed in peptide1
in tetrahydrofuran and chloroform.

Conversely, when the (∆/2) value to reproduce the experi-
mentalλ12 (29-34 nm) is used, the theoretical CD intensity at
band I seems to be roughly similar to the experimental one of
peptide3 adopting predominantly a right-handed helix.40 Thus,
an appropriate choice of (∆/2) will reproduce experimental CD
intensity. We here have usually used a smaller (∆/2) value, as
mentioned in ref 27. The prediction that the∆ZPhe side-chain
fluctuation generates diverseλfmax positions (Figures 5 and 7)
allows us to consider that the broad absorption of band I is a
consequence of integration of some individual conformers. In
other words, the bandwidth for a single conformer might be
more reduced. Correspondingly, a smaller (∆/2) value of 14
nm has been tentatively chosen to highlight CD spectral pattern
at band I for each conformer.

Second, the difference between CD spectra in the velocity
and length forms should be noted. In general, the velocity form
is recommended due to its origin-independent nature, whereas
the length form is origin-dependent.3,4 Thus we have basically
used the velocity form. As demonstrated in the short peptide2,
the two forms yield similar transition parameters at the HF/6-
31G** and B3LYP/6-31G** levels (Figure 9 and SFigure 15).
In contrast, there appear to be some differences in the two results
at the ZINDO/S level (Figure 10 and SFigure 16).

Also the length-based spectra of peptide1 at the ZINDO/S-
TD level are given for the corresponding velocity-based
spectra: SFigure 3 (for Figure 2), SFigure 18A (for Figure 5),
and SFigure 18B (for Figure 7). They are somewhat different
from the corresponding velocity type. For instance, (i) intensities
of R and f in the length seem to be basically larger than those
in the velocity. (ii) In theø2 dependence of CD spectra of 310-
helix, the tendency to split pattern at band I is stronger in the
length. For instance, CD profiles forø2 ) 40° and 100° appear
as a nonsplit pattern in the velocity (Figure 5) but are regarded
as split type in the length (SFigure 18A). (iii) Conversely, in
theø2 dependence in anR-helix, the CD profile at band I in the
length (SFigure 18B) appears essentially as the nonsplit or multi-
split type, whereasø2 ) 100° and 120° in the velocity seem to
give the split-type (Figure 7). (iv) CD patterns of amide-based
peptides show the difference in the two forms.29 Despite the
disagreements, the two forms lead to a similar relationship
between the dehydropeptide conformation and CD pattern at
band I.

Finally, all simulations for the transition states and CD spectra
were performed without solvent effect. Solvent polarity (di-
electric constant) is considered as an important factor in
theoretical estimation of electronic excited properties.41 Nev-
ertheless, UV absorption and CD spectral patterns of peptides
1 and 3 in the three solvents having considerably different
dielectric constants13b are essentially similar to each other
(Figure 3 and SFigure 17). In the AM1-based energy-minimized
dehydropeptide1 or 2, the TD-ZINDO/S or TD-DFT simula-
tions without solvent effect produce marked oscillator strengths
(f) around 270-300 nm (Figures 2a,b, 9, and 10, and SFigure
3a,b), reflecting the experimental position of band I in peptide
1 (Figure 3). Thus the solvent effect on these electronic
parameters should be less significant in the present case.

Summary

The central topics in this paper are to estimate theoretical
chiroptical parameters and their electronic CD spectra of a∆Z-
Phe-containing helical peptide through MO computation dealing
with its whole molecule. Simulated CD spectra of nonapeptide
1 characterized by alternative sequence-(∆ZPhe-X)- have
been investigated in terms of its side-chain and main-chain
conformations. The TD-ZINDO/S-based simulation has dem-
onstrated that the CD profiles are sensitive to helix type (310-
or R-helix), helix sense (right-handed or left-handed screw
sense), and∆ZPhe side-chain orientation (V- or p-type). Com-
parison between theoretical and experimental CD profiles reveals
that peptide1 alone in solution adopts a right-handed 310-helical
backbone with theV-type side-chain orientations as the average
conformer. Our previous proposal of the NCDE-based helix-
to-helix inversion9a has been also reconfirmed by the present
simulations.

Whereas more precise evaluation will demand a TD-method
at high MO levels, the present work signifies that conformation-
dependent electronic CD profiles of the dehydropeptide have
been qualitatively understood upon the TD-SCF computation
of the whole molecule, without assumption of isolation of each
∆ZPhe chromophore. The theoretical correlation between de-
hydropeptide conformations and the simulated CD profiles
should be a promising indicator for experimental determination
of statistically averaged conformers,5 including absolute iden-
tification of helix sense, without intricate analyses. The reliability
of the theoretical predictions will improve if additional confor-
mational information (e.g., helix type) is provided in advance.
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Note Added in Proof. Our recent work of theoretical
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the UV absorption profile. In most cases, a strong band around 250-310
nm was assigned to the UV pattern at band I. For the experimental relation
between the Gaussian-type absorption shape andf, see: (a) Rauch, C. J.;
Heer, C. V.Phys. ReV. 1957, 105, 914-920.

(28) Tang, H.-Z.; Boyle, P. D.; Novak, B. M.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2005,
127, 2136-2142.

(29) To estimate the influence of∆ZPhe or Phe chromophores on CD
spectra in the amide region, the two peptides were generated from peptide
1 in helical conformations (Figure 1a,c). Here the four∆ZPhe residues were
replaced by Aib residues, and furthermore theL-Phe residue is replaced by
the L-Ala residue. After re-optimization of their bond lengths and bond
angles through the AM1, peptides4 and5 in the right-handed 310-helix or
R-helix were simulated to provide the CD spectra in the Supporting
Information (SFigures 4-7).30 On the whole, the velocity-based and length-
based CD patterns show the difference. Especially, signals around 210-
220 nm become positive in the velocity, but essentially negative in the
length. This implies that it is a difficult problem to predict the amide-based
CD spectra31 through the present method, whereas it should be valid for
strong discrete transitions such as band I. An inadequate choice of the
bandwidth might be also related to the disagreement.31 However, it is
obvious that CD spectra of peptide1 in the amide region are completely
different from those of4 and5 lacking∆ZPhe (SFigures 4-7). Therefore,
the incorporation of the∆ZPhe residue indeed influences the CD profile in
the amide region, as pointed out.10a,b,d

(30) In the velocity form, the positive CD sign at 210-220 nm is not
consistent with the experimental and theoretical standards of a right-handed
310- or R-helix.5a,30aOn the other hand, similarity in theR patterns in the
velocity and length forms (SFigures 4-7) suggests that some difference in
relative intensity of+R or -R is considerably influential in the CD sign.
Further investigations will be needed for CD simulation of amide-based
peptides by the MO method. For experimental CD of 310-helix, see: (a)
Toniolo, C.; Polese, A.; Formaggio, F.; Crisma, M.; Kamphuis, J.J. Am.
Chem. Soc.1996, 118, 2744-2745.

(31) Woody and co-workers successfully demonstrated CD spectra in
the far-UV region.5a-c Here transition parameters of the monomer unit are
individually evaluated for computation of rotatory strengths. Refinement
of the bandwidth for specific transition states also yields good results for
experimental CD spectra.5a Our CD simulation is generated by MO
computations of the whole molecule, and the bandwidth of specific transition
states is not refined here.

(32) The Supporting Information provides velocity-based CD spectra
for the following helical backbones of (φ, ψ): for a 310-helix, (-44°,
-33°)32a (SFigure 8A), (-53°, -36°)32b (SFigure 9A), (-60°, -30°)20

(SFigure 10A), and (-71°, -18°)12a(SFigure 11A); for anR-helix, (-53°,
-52°)32c (SFigure 12A), and (-63°, -42°)12b,32d (SFigure 13A). For the
references of these backbones, see: (a) Malcolm, B. R.; Walkinshaw, M.
D. Biopolymers1986, 25, 607-625. (b) Hodgkin, E. E.; Clark, J. D.; Miller,
K. R.; Marshall, G. R.Biopolymers1990, 30, 533-546. (c) Leach, S. J.;
Némethy, G.; Scheraga, H. A.Biopolymers1966, 4, 887-904. (d) Blundell,
T.; Barlow, D.; Borkakoti, N.; Thornton, J.Nature1983, 306, 281-283.
The original (φ, ψ) values32a-c are rounded off to integer (for the rounded
values of refs 32a,c, see also ref 5a), and the (-53°, -36°) is noted as
“3.610-helix” in ref 32b. CD spectra of the corresponding left-handed helices

having the positive values of the above (φ, ψ) are also shown in SFigures
8B-13B, respectively. In all cases, theω angle is set to 180°. The exciton
chirality method11 for similar helical sequences based on-(∆ZPhe-X)n-
predicts a split-CD pattern of [(-)/(+)]:9c,g,32e(e) Inai, Y.; Sakakura, Y.;
Hirabayashi, T.Polym. J. 1998, 30, 828-832. Manning and Woody
elegantly demonstrated CD spectra in amide regions of variousR- or 310-
helical structures of polypeptides based on standard residues.5a For example
of DFT-based simulation in oligopeptide, see also ref 4h.

(33) In chloroform, the difference in CD amplitude between (a) and (b)
might be due to aggregation of peptide1. εmax (per ∆ZPhe residue around
280-285 nm) was estimated to be 1.8× 104 (283-284 nm) in chloroform,
1.9× 104 (282 nm) in tetrahydrofuran, and 1.9× 104 (281 nm) in methanol.
For peptide3, εmax ) 1.8 × 104 (283-284 nm) in chloroform, 1.8× 104

(280-281 nm) in tetrahydrofuran, and 1.8× 104 (279-281 nm) in
methanol. A similar value inεmax of the ∆ZPhe residue was reported.9b,10

For CD and UV absorption spectra of peptides1 and3 in chloroform, see
also ref 9a.

(34) (a) Nanda, V.; DeGrado, W. F.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2004, 126,
14459-14467. (b) Pengo, B.; Formaggio, F.; Crisma, M.; Toniolo, C.;
Bonora, G. M.; Broxterman, Q. B.; Kamphuis, J.; Saviano, M.; Iacovino,
R.; Rossi, F.; Benedetti, E.J. Chem. Soc., Perkin Trans. 21998, 1651-
1657.

(35) Phenyl orientations atø2 and (ø2 + 180°) produce the same chemical
structure due to theø2 symmetry.22c Meanwhile, phenyl moieties in the
energy-minimized right-handed 310-helix (Figure 1a) do not retain the strict
hexagonal symmetry, thereby generating some energy difference inø2 and
(ø2 + 180°). Thus the re-optimization for bond lengths and angles were
carried out at eachø2 point. Within errors caused in the above procedures,
ø2 ) 0° and 180° (or 360°) yielded almost the same results in structures,
CD spectra and energies, as shown in Figures 4-7 and SFigure 1.

(36) The ø2 energy diagram was calculated for a∆ZPhe residue
incorporated into the midpoint of right-handed 310-helical CH3CO-Aib3-
∆ZPhe-Aib3-NHCH3. The 310-helix was energy-minimized from a 310-helix
(-60°, -30°)20 with ø2 ) 40° 23 (p-type) by the AM1 method,16 and then
theø2-angle rotated from 0° to 350° with a step of 10°. (φ, ψ, ω) averaged
for the backbone is (-50°, -33°, 180°). At eachø2 point, all bond lengths
and bond angles were re-optimized by the AM1 method.35 For these
conformers, each single-point energy was obtained at the AM1 level in
MOPAC9716 (SFigure 1A) and the B3LYP/6-31G** level in Gaussian 0313

(SFigure 1B). In both diagrams, similarities between energies ofø2 and (ø2

+ 180°) seem to reflect theø2-symmetry, ensuring essential validity in the
energy diagrams. Both diagrams exhibit a barrier of ca. 3 kcal mol-1 in
full rotation of theø2 angle, but the profiles are somewhat different. The
AM1-prediction results in the most stable orientation around 50° (p-type
orientation), and second-stable around 140°. In contrast, the DFT method
predicts the most stable orientation around 160° (essentially, V-type
orientation), and a second-stable slope around 0-30°. Our CD simulation
suggesting a preference forV-type orientations might reflect the DFT-
prediciton.

(37) AM1-optimized 310-helical peptide2 with the V-type was also
displayed in ref 9h. For conformational analysis of (∆ZPhe-Aib)-based
peptides, see ref 9. For theoretical conformational studies of CH3CO-(Aib-
∆ZPhe)m-NHCH3, see also: (a) Nandel, F. S.; Khare, B.Biopolymers2005,
77, 63-73.

(38) For comparison of excited states in several MO methods, see refs
3b and 4b,h.

(39) The bandwidth of band I is defined by (∆/2)L ) (λL - λmax) or
(∆/2)av ) (λL - λS)/2: λmax is the peak position;λL andλS are positions at
(1/e) height for longer and shorter wavelengths, respectively. Because the
λS value might be somewhat influenced by partial overlap with absorption
bands at higher energy levels, the (∆/2)L is also used. The absorption profile
of 1 in chloroform yields (∆/2)L ) 27 nm and (∆/2)av ) 32 nm. For a
similar estimation of∆ from UV absorption profile, see 11b.

(40) In the theoretical CD spectra of Figure 1a, selected combinations
of (∆/2: λ12, amplitude) are as follows [∆/2 andλ12 are in nanometers,
and amplitude is (∆εmax - ∆εmin) in split CD spectrum]. For the velocity
form, (20: 30, 31), (21: 32, 28), (22: 33, 26), and (23: 35, 24); for the
length form, (21: 30, 34), (22, 32, 31), (23, 33, 29), and (24: 35, 27). In
experimental CD spectra (Figure 3 and SFigure 17), (λ12, amplitude) is
estimated: for peptide1, (34, 16) in chloroform (Figure 3b), and (29, 15)
in tetrahydrofuran; for peptide3, (34, 30) in chloroform (SFigure 17b),
and (33, 30) in tetrahydrofuran. For interpretation of split CD amplitude
and profile, see also ref 11b.

(41) Karelson, M. M.; Zerner, M. C.J. Phys. Chem.1992, 96, 6949-
6957.

(42) Inai, Y.; Ousaka, N.; Miwa, Y.Polym. J.2006, 38, 432-441.
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